
License agreement
for the use of paid software
by OpenSolution Company

§ 1
The following words and markings referred to in the document herein will bare the meanings as stated:

1. OpenSolution – OpenSolution Company, based in Poland, Skoczów, ul. Stalmacha 43 B, Regon 
National Economy Register: 240262286, NIP Tax Identification Number: PL 5482377466, represented 
by Zdzisław Zawada

2. User – the person in possession of OpenSolution software, with the herein Agreement enclosed
3. Agreement – the herein license agreement

§ 2
1. Agreement settles rules of use of paid software designed by OpenSolution.
2. Agreement is transacted between the OpenSolution and the User, in the moment OpenSolution makes 

the software available to the User.
3. Use of the software equals acceptance of the terms of Agreement.
4. OpenSolution states, that it is entitled to exclusive copyrights to this software as far as the property and 

personal law is concerned. The exemption being additions contained in the „plugins” directory of the 
software.

§ 3
1. Upon Agreement, OpenSolution provides the User with payable, exclusive and nontransferable license 

for software use, unless individual agreement between OpenSolution and the User state otherwise.
2. License for the software accords to range of its use for one website which address or addresses are 

listed in the order. In case of the address change the User is obligated to notify OpenSolution about that 
change and be granted a consent from OpenSolution before the change is made.

3. User is entitled to store one extra copy of the software. This copy may only be used for testing purposes 
and must be protected against access of any third party.

4. User is granted right to use the purchased version of the software. Updates to newer versions are not 
covered by the herein Agreement and are not granted to User free of charge, with the exemption of bug 
fix releases described in paragraph 5.

5. Nonfulfillment of terms presented in this section is regarded as their infringement and is the basis for 
inflicting on the User the stipulated penalty which is the full price of the license of the software being 
used according to OpenSolution's actual price list at the moment of infringement. If the occurred 
damages are in excess of stipulated penalties, OpenSolution has the right to claim damages from the 
User on a general basis.

§ 4
1. The User is required to leave the software name information "Shopping cart by Quick.Cart" or "CMS 

by Quick.Cms" in a clearly visible place, i.e. the footer, of any page and subpage generated by the 
software, in form of a link to http://opensolution.org/ website. 

2. Removal of this link is allowed only after purchasing the option at http://opensolution.org/shop/

§ 5
1. OpenSolution provides a 12 month warranty for the software under the following conditions.
2. OpenSolution provides the User with descriptions of bugs detected in the software, which the User is 

recommended to fix.
3. OpenSolution provides warranty for the software under the following conditions:

a) information about traced error or inappropriate software operation should be provided to 
OpenSolution via support form at http://opensolution.org/support/   

b) OpenSolution is obliged to delete the error within 14 days from the moment of notification of the 
error.

4.  OpenSolution is responsible for damage resulting from the software’s errors, including damage 
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resulting directly from use or inability to use the software, data loss or development of faulty data, as 
well as losses inflicted on User or third parties, subsequent from software’s errors, up to the value the 
software was purchased.

5. OpenSolution is not responsible for damage resulting from force majeure, irrespective of OpenSolution, 
damage resulting from actions or lack of actions performed by third parties, as well as the software’s 
inability to cooperate with other programs or servers.

6. OpenSolution is not liable for functioning of plugins or modifications added to the original version of 
the software. Software modifications may entail errors resulting in forfeiture of the software warranty.

§ 6
1. Discontinuing the Agreement means that the User ceases to use the software.
2. Every User can cancel the Agreement at any time.
3. In case the Agreement is breached by the User, OpenSolution will call upon the User to renounce these 

violations and compensate the damages. If these conditions are not met by the User within the set time-
limit, OpenSolution is entitled to cancel the Agreement without any delay.

4. Agreement cancellation by the User does not equal any reimbursement of the software purchase costs or
costs of use born by the User.

5. OpenSolution's cease of demanding detailed upholding of any provisions of Agreement can not be 
interpreted as abandoning any powers or rights to the side of the User.

§ 7
1. Any individual and additional agreements between OpenSolution and the User have to be confirmed in 

a written or digital form, otherwise it will be considered invalid.


